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New brand successfully

brought to life



engineering.

tomorrow.

together.

Electric steering for
autonomous driving

Test tower for innovative 
elevator technology in 
Rottweil

Steel mill gases as feed-
stock for chemical industry



High import and price pressure on the materials markets
Noticeable impacts in first half 
Steady improvement in second half 
Q4 up from prior year

Diverse challenges

in 2015/16



Adjusted EBIT: €1.5 billion
“impact” EBIT contribution: €1.0 billion
Net income: €261 million
Cash flow: €198 million 

Fiscal year in figures:

Revised forecast achieved



Net financial debt: €3.5 billion
Equity: €2.6 billion
Available liquidity: €8.0 billion
Dividend: €0.15 

Fiscal year in figures:

Revised forecast achieved
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+ 23% in 2016shows faith in our strategy

Performance on capital market



Long-term upward

trend unbroken

in billion €

Steep rise in adjusted EBIT Positive cash flow for 2 years

Positive net income for 3 years Net financial debt reduced by 40%

in billion €
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We will not allow ourselves to be pressured.

Strategically necessary consolidation from position of strength



We are convinced: Our way forward is leading in the right direction.

Earnings target €2 billion adjusted EBIT



We are concentrating on the things we can influence ourselves.

Peer-based targets for each business



We have a firm eye on the future:

Research budget increased year by year
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Predictive maintenance
reduces downtime

Smart headsets for more
efficient service

We are utilizing the opportunities offered by digitalization:

Industry 4.0 already in operation



Non-profit organization CDP recognizes
savings and high transparency

thyssenkrupp on “Climate A List”, which
includes only 193 companies worldwide

Energy efficiency improvement of
3.5 terawatt hours targeted by 2020

Savings of 2.75 terawatt hours already
achieved

thyssenkrupp is a world leader

in climate protection



Three words that describe
who we are, what we do and how we do it.

engineering. tomorrow. together.




